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Abstract

The success of the Semantic Web crucially depends on the easy creation, integration, and use of semantic data. For this purpose,
we consider an integration scenario that defies core assumptions of current metadata construction methods. We describe a
framework of metadata creation where Web pages are generated from a database and the database owner is cooperatively
participating in the Semantic Web. This leads us to the deep annotation of the database—directly by annotation of the logical
database schema or indirectly by annotation of the Web presentation generated from the database contents. From this annotation,
one may execute data mapping and/or migration steps, and thus prepare the data for use in the Semantic Web. We consider
deep annotation as particularly valid because: (i) dynamic Web pages generated from databases outnumber static Web pages,
(ii) deep annotation may be a very intuitive way to create semantic data from a database, and (iii) data from databases should
remain where it can be handled most efficiently—in its databases. Interested users can then query this data directly or choose to
materialize the data as RDF files.
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1. Introduction

One of the core challenges of the Semantic Web is
the creation of metadata by mass collaboration, i.e. by
combining semantic content created by a large number
of people. To attain this objective several approaches
have been conceived (e.g. CREAM[11], MnM [31],
or Mindswap[10]) that deal with the manual and/or
the semi-automatic creation of metadata from exist-
ing information. These approaches, however, as well
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Table 1
Principal situation

Web site Cooperative owner Uncooperative owner

Static Embedded (�) or remote (�) metadata by conventional annotation [A] Remote metadata by conventional annotation [B]
Dynamic Deep annotation with (�) server-side mapping rules or (�)

client-side mapping rules or migrated data [D]
Wrapper construction, remote metadata [C]

as older ones that provide metadata, e.g. for search on
digital libraries, build on the assumption that the in-
formation sources under consideration arestatic, e.g.
given as static HTML pages or given as books in a li-
brary (cf. [A, B] in Table 1). Such static information
must not necessarily be embedded in the HTML page
(case� in Table 1) but might also be stored remotely
on some other server (case� in Table 1).

Nowadays, however, a large percentage of Web
pages are not static documents. On the contrary, the
majority of Web pages are dynamic.1 For dynamic
Web pages (e.g. ones that are generated from the
database that contains a bibliography) it does not seem
to be useful to manually annotate every single page.
Rather one wants to “annotate the database” in order
to reuse it for one’s own Semantic Web purposes.

For this objective, approaches have been conceived
that allow for the construction of wrappers by explicit
definition of HTML or XML queries[25] or by learn-
ing such definitions from examples[4,14]. Thus, it
has been possible to manually create metadata for a
set of structurally similar Web pages. The wrapper ap-
proaches come with the advantage that they do not re-
quire cooperation by the owner of the database. How-
ever, their shortcoming is that the correct scraping of
metadata is dependent to a large extent on data layout
rather than on the structures underlying the data (cf.
[C] in Table 1).

While for many Web sites and underlying databases,
the assumption of non-cooperativity may remain valid,
we assume that many Web sites will in fact partici-
pate in the Semantic Web and will support the shar-
ing of information. Such Web sites may present their
information as HTML pages for viewing by the user,

1 It is not possible to give a percentage of dynamic to static
Web pages in general, because a single Web site may use a simple
algorithm to produce an infinite number of, probably not very
interesting, Web pages. Estimations, however, based on Web pages
actually crawled by existing search engines estimate that dynamic
web pages outnumber static ones by 100 to 1.

but they may also be willing to give (partial) ac-
cess to the underlying database and to describe the
structure of their information on the very same Web
pages. Thus, they give their users the possibility to
utilize:

(1) information proper;
(2) information structures (e.g. the logical database

schema of a relational database);
(3) information context (e.g. the presentation into

which information retrieved from the database is
included).

A user may then exploit these three in order to cre-
ate mappings into his own information structures (e.g.
his ontology) and/or to migrate the data into his own
repository—which may be a lot easier than if the in-
formation a user receives is restricted to information
structures[20] and/or information proper alone[8].

We define “deep annotation” as an annotation pro-
cess that reaches out to the so-calledDeep Web2

in order to make data available for the Semantic
Web—combining the capabilities of conventional
annotation and databases.

Table 1summarizes the different settings just laid
out.

Thereby,Table 1further distinguishes between two
scenarios regarding static Web sites. In the one sce-
nario [B], the annotator is not allowed to change static
information, but he can create the metadata and re-
motely retain it from the source it belongs to (e.g.
by XPointer). In the other scenario [A], he is free to
choose between embedding the metadata created in
the annotation process into the information proper (�;
e.g. via the〈meta〉 tag of a HTML page) or keeping it
remote (�).3 For deep annotation [D], the two choices
boil down to either storing a created mapping within

2 Seehttp://library.albany.edu/internet/deepweb.htmlfor a dis-
cussion of the term ‘deep web.’

3 cf. [11] on those two possibilities.

http://library.albany.edu/internet/deepweb.html
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the database of the server (�) or to storing mapping
and/or migrated data remotely from the server (�).

In the remainder of the paper, we will describe the
building blocks for deep annotation. First, we elabo-
rate on the use cases of deep annotation in order to
illustrate its possible scope (Section 2). One of the use
cases, a portal, will serve as a running example in the
remainder of the paper. We continue with a description
of two possible scenarios for using the deep annota-
tion process inSection 3. These two scenarios exploit
a tool set described in the architectureSection 4. The
tool set exploits:

(1) the description of the database given as a complete
logical schema or as a description of the database
by server-side Web page markup that defines the
relationship between the database and the Web
page content (cf.Section 5);

(2) annotation tools to actually let the user utilize the
description of queries underlying a dynamic Web
page (cf.Section 6) or the database schema un-
derlying a dynamic Web site (cf.Section 7) for
mapping information;

(3) components that let the user exploit the map-
pings, allowing him to investigate the constructed
mappings (cf.Section 8), and query the serving
database or to migrate data into his own reposi-
tory.

Before we conclude with future work, we summa-
rize our lessons learned and relate our work to other
communities that have contributed to the overall goal
of metadata creation and exploitation.

2. Use cases for deep annotation

Deep annotation is relevant for a large and fast
growing number of dynamic Web sites that aim at co-
operation, for instance.

2.1. Scientific databases

They are frequently built to foster cooperation
among researchers. Medline, Swissprot, or EMBL
are just a few examples that can be found on the
Web. In the bio informatics community alone current
estimations are that >500 large databases are freely
accessible.

Such databases are frequently hard to understand
and it is often difficult to evaluate whether the table
named “gene” in one database corresponds to the table
name “gene” in the other database. For example[26]
reports an interesting case of semantic mismatches,
since even an (apparently) unambiguous term like gene
may be conceptualized in different ways in different
genome databases. According to one (GDB), a gene
is a DNA fragment that can be transcribed and trans-
lated into a protein, whereas for others (GenBank and
GSDB), it is a “DNA region of biological interest with
a name and that carries a genetic trait or phenotype.”
Hence, it may be much easier to tell the meaning of
a term from the context in which it is presented than
from the concrete database entry, for example, if genes
are associated with the proteins they encode.

2.2. Syndication

Besides direct access to HTML pages of news sto-
ries or market research reports, etc. commercial in-
formation providers frequently offer syndication ser-
vices. The integration of such syndication services into
the portal of a customer is typically expensive manual
programming effort that could be reduced by a deep
annotation process that defines the content mappings.

For the remainder of the paper we will focus on the
following use case.

2.3. Community Web portal (cf.[27] )

This serves the information needs a community on
the Web with possibilities for contributing and access-
ing information by community members. A recent ex-
ample that is also based on Semantic Web technology
is [29].4 The interesting aspect to such portals lies in
the sharing of information, and some of them are even
designed to deliver semantic information back to their
community as well as to the outside world.5

The primary objective of a community setting up
a portal will continue to be the opportunity of access
for human viewers. However, given the appropriate
tools they could easily provide information content, in-
formation structures, and information context to their

4 http://www.ontoweb.org.
5 cf., e.g. [28] for an example producing RDF from database

content.

http://www.ontoweb.org
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Fig. 1. The process of deep annotation.

members for deep annotation. The way that this pro-
cess runs is described in the following.

3. The process of deep annotation

The process of creating deep annotation consists of
the following four steps (depicted inFig. 1):

Input: A Web site6 driven by an underlying rela-
tional database.

Step 1: The database owner produces server-side
Web page markup according to the information
structures of the database (described in detail in
Section 5).

Result: Web site with server-side markup.

6 cf. Section 10on other information sources.

Step 2: The annotator produces client-side annota-
tions conforming to the client ontology either via
Web presentation-based annotations (Step 2a, cf.
Section 6) or via automatic schema to ontology
mapping (Step 2b, cf.Section 7).

Result: Mapping rules between database and client
ontology.

Step 3: The annotator publishes the client ontology
(if not already done before) and the mapping rules
derived from annotations (Section 7).

Result: The annotator’s ontology and mapping rules
are available on the Web.

Step 4: The annotator assesses and refines the map-
ping using certain guidelines (Section 7).

Result: The annotator’s ontology and refined map-
ping rules are available on the Web.

Deep annotations can be used in two ways (de-
picted in Fig. 1): firstly, the querying party loads
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second party’s ontology and mapping rules and uses
them to query the database via the database interface
(e.g. a Web service API) (cf.Section 8.1). Secondly,
the querying party maybe interested in a migra-
tion of the complete (mapped) database content to
ontology-based RDF instance data (e.g. in a RDF
store such as Sesame[3]).

4. Architecture

Our architecture for deep annotation consists of
three major pillars corresponding to the three differ-
ent roles (database owner, annotator, querying party)
as described in the process.

4.1. Database and Web site provider

At the Web site, we assume that there is an under-
lying database (cf.Fig. 2) and a server-side scripting

Fig. 2. An architecture for deep annotation.

environment, e.g. Zope or Java Server Pages (JSP),
used to create dynamic Web pages. The database also
has to provide some Web accessible interface (e.g. a
Web service API) allowing third parties to query the
database directly.

Furthermore, the information about the underlying
database structure, which is necessary for the mapping
of the database, will be available on the Web pages
and via the API.

4.2. Annotator

The annotator has two choices for the deep anno-
tation of the database: (i) indirectly, by annotation of
the Web presentation or (ii) directly by annotation of
the logical database schema.

For the annotation of the Web presentation
the annotator uses an extended version of the
OntoMat-Annotizer, viz. OntoMat-DeepAnnotizer, in
order to manually create relational metadata, which
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correspond to a given client ontology, for some Web
pages). OntoMat-DeepAnnotizer takes into account
problems that may arise from generic annotations
required by deep annotation (seeSection 6). With
the help of OntoMat-DeepAnnotizer, we create map-
ping rules from such annotations (route 1–2a–3–4
in Fig. 1 that are later exploited by an inference
engine).

Alternatively, the annotator can base his map-
pings directly on the database scheme. In this case,
the input of the migration is an extended relational
model that is derived from the SQL-DDL. The
database schema is mapped into the given ontology
using the mapping process described below, which
applies the rules specified inSection 7. The same
holds for database instances that are transformed into
a knowledge base, which is based on the domain
ontology.

For the automation of the mapping process based
on the schema of the underlying database (route
1–2b–3–4 in Fig. 1), we used OntoMat-Reverse,
a tool for semi-automatically connecting relational
databases to ontologies, which enables less experi-
enced users to perform this mapping process. More-
over, OntoMat-Reverse automatizes some phases
in that mapping process, particularly capturing in-
formation from the relational schema, validation
of the mapping process and data migration (see
Section 7.3).

4.3. Querying party

The querying party uses a corresponding tool to
visualize the client ontology, to compile a query from
the client ontology and to investigate the mapping.
In our case, we use OntoEdit[30] for those three
purposes. In particular, OntoEdit also allows for the
investigation, debugging, and change of given map-
ping rules. To that extent, OntoEdit integrates and
exploits the Ontobroker[9] inference engine (see
Fig. 2).

5. Server-side Web page markup

The goal of the mapping process is to allow in-
terested parties to gain access to the source data. To
this extend pointers to the underlying data sources

are required. The role of the server-side Web page
markup is exactly that, i.e. it describes the structure
of the database schema and queries issued to the
database from a certain page. This way one can ob-
tain all information required to access the data from
outside.

5.1. Requirements

All required information has to be published, so
that an interested party can use this information to
retrieve the data from the underlying database. The
information which must be provided is as follows:
(i) which database is used as a data source, how is
this database structured, and how can it be accessed;
(ii) which query is used to retrieve data from the
database; (iii) which elements of the query result are
used to create the dynamic Web page. Those three
components are detailed in the remainder of this
section.

5.2. Database representation

The database representation is specified using a ded-
icated deep annotation ontology, which is instantiated
to describe the physical structure of the part of the
database which may facilitate the understanding of the
query results. Thereby, the structure of all tables/views
involved in a query can be published.7

5.2.1. Formal model
The deep annotation ontology contains concepts and

relations such that the formal model of a database
schema, viz. the relational model, can be expressed us-
ing RDF. In our ontological description we extend the
common formal definition of the relational model (e.g.
in [24]) with additional constructs typically found in
SQL-DDLs, i.e. constructs which allow to state inclu-
sion dependencies[7]. Hence, our ontology captures
the following formal model:

Definition 1. A relational schema S is a 8-tuple (R,
A, T, I, att, key, type, notnull) with:

7 The reader may note, that alternatively also the structure of
the complete database can be published once and the description
for an individual page can refer to this description via OWL
imports mechanisms.
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(1) a finite setR called Relations;
(2) a finite setA called Attributes;
(3) a function att: R → 2A which defines the

attributes contained in a specific relation
ri ∈ R;

(4) function key: R → 2A that defines which at-
tributes are primary keys in a given relation (thus
key (ri) ⊆ att(ri) must hold);

(5) a setT of atomic data types;
(6) a function type:A → T that states the type of a

given attribute;
(7) a function notnull:R → 2A which states those

attributes of a relation which have to have a
value;

(8) a set of inclusion dependenciesI where

• each element has the form ((r1, A1), (r2, A2));
• r1, r2 ∈ R;
• A1 = {a11, a12, . . . , a1n};
• A2 = {a21, a22, . . . , a2n};
• A1 ⊆ att(r1) andA2 ⊆ att(r2);
• |A1| = |A2| and type(a1i) = type(a2i).

Remark 2.

(1) We will refer to r1 as domain relation andr2 as
range relation.

(2) Ic denotes the transitive closure ofI.

5.2.2. Modeling considerations
The reader may note that SQL-DDLs are typi-

cally more expressive than relational algebra. For
instance, it is usually possible to specify con-
straints (such as DE-FAULT and NOT NULL).
Default values for datatypes are not supported in
current Web ontology languages and therefore ig-
nored. The NOT NULL constraint is translated to
the function “notnull” and expressed in the ontol-
ogy as a concept “NotNullAttribute” that is sub-

Fig. 3. Example database schema.

sumed by Attribute. Please note that SQL enforces
automatically that∀ri ∈ R : key(ri) ⊆ notnull(ri)
⊆ att(ri).

In our modeling we do not consider the dynamic
aspects found in SQL-DDLs for the deep annotation.
Thus, triggers, referential actions (like ON UPDATE,
etc.), and assertions are not mapped.

In SQL-DDLs it is also possible to specify ref-
erential integrity constraints, by means of so-called
foreign keys. This information is especially use-
ful for the mapping process as it indicates as-
sociations between database relations. SQL ref-
erential integrity constraints reinforce the view
that inclusion dependencies[7] are valid at all
times.

With respect to inclusion dependencies, a pitfall
in the translation process becomes apparent: the
database designer is supposed to express associations
between database relations by means of foreign keys
to make these semantics explicit. However, the pro-
cessing of this semantics is usually not supported
by its definition. The combination of information
supported via such associations is created manually
by stating appropriate joins of tables in the queries
to the database. Hence, those associations remain
often unspecified. The appropriate semantics may
only be extracted by analyzing the queries sent to
the database. However, the latter is not feasible
since running information systems would have to be
altered to track the queries issued by the system.
We therefore allow users to specify foreign keys a
posteriori.

5.2.3. An example representation
For example, the following representation (that cor-

responds to the database schema shown inFig. 3) is a
part of the HTML head of the Web page presented in
Fig. 4.
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The RDF propertyda:accessService pro-
vides a link to the service which allows for anonymous
database access. Consequently, additional security
measures can be implemented in this access service.
For example, anonymous users should usually have
read-access to public information only.

5.3. Query representation

Additionally, the query itself, which is used to re-
trieve the data from a particular source is placed in the
header of the page. It contains the intended SQL-query
and is associated with a name as a means to distin-
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guish between queries and operates on a particular
data source.

The structure of the query result must be published
by means of column groups. Each column group must
have at least one identifier, which is used in the anno-
tation process to distinguish individual instances and
detect their equivalence. Since database keys are only
local to the respective table, but the Semantic Web has
a global space of identifiers, appropriate prefixes have
to established. The prefix also ensures that the equal-
ity of instance data generated from multiple queries
can be detected, if the Web application maintainer
chooses the same prefix for each occurrence of thatid
in a query. Eventually, database keys are translated to

instance identifiers (cf.Section 8.1) via the following
pattern:

〈prefix〉[keyi − name= keyi − value]

For example:http://www.ontoweb.org/person/id=1.

5.4. Result representation

Whenever parts of the query results are used in the
dynamically generated Web page, the generated con-
tent is surrounded by a tag, which carries information

http://www.ontoweb.org/person/id=1
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of providing deep annotation with OntoMat-DeepAnnotizer.

about which column of the result tuple delivered by a
query represents the used value. In order to stay com-
patible with HTML, we used the〈span〉 tag as an
information carrier. The actual information is repre-
sented in attributes of〈span〉:

Such span tags are then interpreted by the annota-
tion tool and are used in the mapping step.

6. Create mappings by annotation of the Web
presentation

The annotator has two choices for the deep an-
notation of the database: (i) indirectly, by anno-

tation of the Web presentation or (ii) directly by
annotation of the logical database schema. In this
section we present the indirect way (route 1–2a–3

–4 in Fig. 1), namely to create the mappings
by annotating individual pages, viz. the queries
issued to the database when a certain page is
dynamically constructed. The results of the an-
notation presented here are mapping rules be-
tween the database and the client onto-
logy.
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6.1. Annotation process

An annotation in our context is a set of instanti-
ations related to an ontology and referring parts of
an (HTML) document. We distinguish (i) instantia-
tions of concepts, (ii) instantiated properties from one
concept instance to a datatype instance—henceforth
called attribute instance (of the concept instance),
and (iii) instantiated properties from one concept in-
stance to another concept instance—henceforth called
relationship instance.

In addition, for the deep annotation one must dis-
tinguish between ageneric annotationand a literal
annotation. In a literal annotation, the piece of text
may stand for itself. In ageneric annotation, a piece
of text that corresponds to a database field and that is
annotated is only considered to be a place holder, i.e.
a variable must be generated for such an annotation
and the variable may have multiple relationships al-
lowing for the description of general mapping rules.
For example, a concept Institute in the client ontol-
ogy may correspond to one generic annotation for the
Organization identifier in the database.

Consequential to the above terminology, we will re-
fer to generic annotation in detail asgeneric concept
instances, generic attribute instances, andgeneric re-
lationship instances.

An annotation process of server-side markup
(generic annotation) is supported by the user interface
as follows:

(1) In the browser the user opens a server-side marked
up Web page.

(2) The server-side markup is handled individually by
the browser, e.g. it provides graphical icons on
the page wherever a markup is present, so that the
user can easily identify values which come from
a database.

(3) The user can select one of the server-side markups
to either create a newgeneric instanceand map
its database field to ageneric attribute, or map a
database field to ageneric attributeof an existing
generic instance.

(4) The database information necessary to query the
database in a later step is stored along with the
generic instance.

The reader may note thatliteral annotationis still
performed when the user drags a marked-up piece of
content that is not a server-side markup.

6.2. Creating generic instances of concepts

When the user drags an item identified as server-side
markup onto a particular concept of the ontology, a
new generic concept instance is generated (cf. arrow
#1 in Fig. 4). A dialog is then presented to the user to
capture the instance name and its attributes to which
the database values should to be mapped. Attributes
which resemble the column name are pre-selected
(cf. dialog #1a inFig. 4). If the user confirms this
operation, database concept and instance checks are
performed and the new generic instance is created.
Generic instances will later appear with a database
symbol in their icon.

Along with each generic instance the information
about its underlying database query and the unique
identifier pattern is stored. This information is re-
trieved from the markup at creation time of the in-
stance as each server-side markup contains a refer-
ence to the query, the selected column, and the value
of the column. The identifier pattern is obtained from
the reference to the query description and the accord-
ing column group (cf.Section 5.3). The markup used
to create the instance, defines the identifier pattern for
the generic instance. The identifier pattern will be used
when instances are generated from the database (cf.
Section 8.1).

Let us consider the example displayed inFig. 4: At
the beginning the user selects the server-side markup
“AIFB” and drops it on the concept Institute. The con-
tent of the server-side markup is ‘〈span qresult=“q1”
column=“Orgname”〉AIFB〈/span〉.’ This creates a
new generic instance with a reference to the query
q1 (cf. Section 5.3). Immediately after this action the
users chooses to use the values of database column
“OrgName” as a filler of the generic concept attribute
“name” for all generic instances “AIFB.” The identi-
fier pattern for generic instances is created as a side
effect of this action. In our example this is
http://www.ontoweb.org/org/organizationid-
=organizationid,

since “OrganizationID” is the database column
which presents the primary key in queryq1.

6.3. Creating generic attribute instances

The user simply drags the server-side markup into
the corresponding table entry (cf. arrow #2 inFig. 4)

http://www.ontoweb.org/org/organizationid=organizationid
http://www.ontoweb.org/org/organizationid=organizationid
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to create a generic attribute instances. If the dragged
content does not contain server-side markup, the con-
tent itself will be used as a default value (that is shared
by all generic instances).

If the content contains server-side markup the
following steps are performed. Firstly, all generic at-
tributes which are mapped to database table columns
will also show a special icon. The current value of
the dragged content will be used for display pur-
poses in the interface where it appears in italic font.
In this case, the assignment of generic attributes
can be removed but the exemplary value itself is
immutable.

The following steps are additionally performed by
the system when the generic attribute is filled:

(1) The integrity of the database definition in the
server-side markup is checked.

(2) We check whether the generic attribute is selected
from the same query as used for the generic in-
stance. This ensures that result fields come from
the same database and the same query otherwise
non-matching information (e.g. publication titles
and countries) could be queried.

(3) All information given by the markup, i.e. which
column of the result tuple delivered by the query
represents the value, is associated with the generic
attribute instance.

6.4. Creating generic relationship instances

In order to create a generic relationship instance
the user simply drops the selected server-side markup
onto the relation of a pre-selected instance (cf. ar-
row #3 in Fig. 4). As in Section 6.2, a new generic
instance is generated. In addition, the new generic
instance is connected with the pre-selected generic
instance.

7. Create mappings by annotation of
the schema

In this section we consider the second alternative
(route 1–2b–3–4 inFig. 1), namely to annotate the
database schema and base the annotations directly on
the schema. While this has the benefit, that one can
annotate a whole site that origins from a database, it

comes with the drawback that we miss the information
context, e.g. the presentation into which information
in a Web page is included.

7.1. Annotation process

An annotation process of server-side markup is sup-
ported by the user interface as follows:

(1) In the browser the user opens a server-side marked
up Web page.

(2) The database schema description included in the
server-side markup is loaded by the tool.

(3) The user can ask the tool to automatically create
an initial mapping to the ontology based on the
lexicalizations and the structure of the database
(cf. the remainder of this section). This mapping is
created in two phases, e.g. first concept mappings
are created and afterwards relationship mappings
are created.

(4) The user may refine, remove, and create map-
pings between relational schema and ontology as
required.

The reader may note that no literal annotation is
performed anymore, only generic annotations remain.

7.2. Schema to ontology mapping

The automatic schema to ontology mapping is car-
ried out via mapping rules, that are applicable if formal
preconditions are met. Mapping rules map elements of
the server schema to entities in the client ontology. In
the following presentation we use the auxiliary func-
tions:

• concept:R → C to denote the association between
a relation and a concept;

• typetrans:T → D transforming relational data
types into the appropriate XML schema datatypes.

In order to discover mappings several approaches
[2,5,8,18,20,23], can be used. Our own approach is
based on[17] and extended to incorporate the struc-
tural heterogeneity resulting from the fact that we do
not map between ontologies but two different meta
models, viz. relational schema and ontology. This ex-
tention is required to map the implicit semantics in-
corporated in some relational schemas to explicit on-
tological structures. The automatic translation gener-
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ally depends on a lexical agreement of part of the
two ontologies/database schemata. This dependency
is weakened since users typically manually refine the
obtained mapping at a later stage.

7.2.1. Creating concept mappings
Database relations are mapped to concepts if a lex-

ical agreement in the naming exists. However, since
schemas usually incorporate many elements that are
only defined to avoid the structural limitations of the
relational model or made for performance reasons,
certain relations are excluded from potential concept
mappings.

7.2.1.1. n:m associations.Certain database rela-
tions are only defined to express (n:m) associations
between two other relations. Typically, this type of
auxiliary relation is characterized by the fact that it
contains only two attributes, which are both primary
keys and foreign keys to two other relations. A dedi-
cated mapping rule excludes these relations from the
mapping, hence as a result no concept mapping is
created.

Translation Rule 3 ((n:m) association).Auxiliary
relations used to specify (n:m) associations may be
identified via the following conditions:

• att(ri) = key(ri);
• A1 ⊂ att(ri), A2 ⊂ att(ri);
• A1 ∪ A2 = att(ri);
• A1 ∩ A2 = ∅;
• ((ri, A1), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I;
• ((ri, A2), (rk, key(rk)) ∈ I.

A similar rule triggers the creation of a mapping to
relationships that holds between both conceptscj, ck.8

Preference is given to relationships that are mutually
inverse to each other.

7.2.1.2. Information distribution. In certain cases
information that logically corresponds to one entity
in the ontology is distributed across several database
relations for performance reasons. This is for example
the case if one of the attributes is storage-intensive
and optional. To optimize the clustering behavior of

8 Wherecx = concept(rx).

Fig. 5. Specialization in extended entity relationship diagrams.

the database such attributes are often stored in sep-
arate relations together with the primary key of the
main relation.

Translation Rule 4 (information distribution).In-
formation distribution may be detected with the fol-
lowing heuristic:

• ((ri, key(ri)), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I

As a result no concept mappings are created. Instead
a similar rule triggers the aggregation of attributes
of both relations and their conversion to relationship
mappings on only one concept.

This heuristic is slightly problematic since it also
covers one of the well-known mapping procedures for
translating entity hierarchies in EER models to rela-
tional schemas. Hence, a similar heuristic could al-
ternatively lead to two concept mappings given that a
subsumption relation between those concepts holds.

Fig. 5depicts such a situation. Here the entity PER-
SON has several specialized entities ASSIST-PROF
and FULL-PROF. Usually this may be translated to
relational schemas via the following principles[1]:

(1) Create a relation for the super entity and relations
for each sub entity, such that they contain all at-
tributes of the sub entity and the primary key of
the super entity.

(2) If the specialization is total (there is no instance of
the super entity, only sub entities are instantiated):
create a relation for all sub entities only and copy
the attributes defined for the super entity.

(3) If the specialization is disjoint (an instance may
only be instance of one entity): create only one
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relation that contains the attributes defined for all
entities and makes those attributes optional. Add
an extra attribute to explicitly state the type.

This clearly shows that the semantic intention be-
hind a given relational structure cannot be captured
fully by the automatism.

Translation Rule 5. Our general heuristic is that
each relation is mapped to the lexically closest con-
cept.

This heuristic is applied when no other rule could be
applied. In the current tool, edit distance[15] is used
to identify the lexically closest concept. Other lexi-
cal distances, e.g. Hamming distance could be used as
well but have not been tested within the tool. Along
the same lines one could apply different preprocess-
ing heuristics such as stemming. However, we did not
experiment with such strategies yet.

7.2.2. Creating relationship mappings
7.2.2.1. Attributes versus relationships.As men-
tioned before the OntoMat tool distinguishes between
attributes and relationships.9 The tool cannot decide
whether a given attribute is only defined for orga-
nizational purposes, such as many auto-incremented
primary keys, which do not carry any real meaning
beyond tuple identification10 and should therefore
be excluded from the mapping. Consequently, all
attributes are mapped to corresponding datatype prop-
erties, if such properties are defined for the concept
or one of its subconcepts. The domain of attributes
is naturally the concept, to which the relation upon
which the attribute is defined is mapped.

Associations between database relations, which
are expressed via foreign keys (and constitute inclu-
sion dependencies), are mapped to object properties.
Hence, inclusion dependencies are translated into
mappings to object properties. The domain concept of
an object property corresponds to the mapping target
of the domain-relation in the inclusion dependency.
The range concept corresponds to mapping target

9 In OWL terminology: datatype properties and object proper-
ties.

10 The role of the latter is provided by URIs in the Semantic
Web, hence this information would no longer be needed.

to the range-relation of the inclusion dependency,
respectively.

7.2.2.2. Translation rules. The default rule is to map
an attribute to the lexically closest attribute defined
for a concept (or one of its subconcepts). The default
rule will be applied if no other rules are applicable.
Further mapping rules are used to create mappings
to relationships between ontologies. In the following
we use the following definitions across these mapping
rules:

• ((ri, A1), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I;
• ((ri, A2), (rk, key(rk)) ∈ I, rj �= rk;
• cj = concept(rj);
• ck = concept(rk).

The mapping rules generally result in up to two
mappings to the lexically closest relationships hold-
ing in either direction betweencj andck. Preference
is given to relationships that are mutually inverse to
each other, and have eithercj or ck or one of their
subconcepts as domain and range, respectively. All
other translation rules are applied in the following
sections.

Translation Rule 6 ((n:m) association).The first
heuristic takes care of (n:m) associations between
database relations. The preconditions for the applica-
tion of this heuristic are:

• A1 ⊂ att(ri), A2 ⊂ att(ri);
• att(ri) = key(ri);
• A1 ∪ A2 = att(ri);
• A1 ∩ A2 = ∅;
• ((ri, A1), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I;
• ((ri, A2), (rk, key(rk)) ∈ I, rj �= rk;
• cj = concept(rj);
• ck = concept(rk).

Translation Rule 7 ((1:1) association).This
heuristic captures (1:1) associations between database
relations. The preconditions for the applicability of
this heuristic are:

• ci = concept(ri);
• cj = concept(rj);
• ((ri, key(ri)), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I;
• ((rj, key(rj)), (ri, key(ri)) ∈ I.
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Translation Rule 8 ((1:m) association).This
heuristic treats one to many associations, which are
constituted by foreign keys. The precondition for the
application of this heuristic are:

• ci = concept(ri);
• cj = concept(rj);
• A1 ⊆ att(ri);
• ((ri, A1), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I.

Translation Rule 9 (role grouping).This mapping
rule is used to group the attributes that are distributed
in several relations and complements Rule 4. The pre-
conditions for the applicability of this rule are:

• ¬∃ci = concept(ri);
• ∃cj = concept(rj);
• ((ri, key(ri)), (rj, key(rj)) ∈ I.

For all attributesA = att(ri)/key(ri) new roles with
domain conceptcj are created.

7.3. Prototype implementation

The automatic mapping is prototypically imple-
mented in the OntoMat-Reverse tool that also enables

Fig. 6. Automatic schema to ontology mapping.

very intuitive presentation/inspection of the database’s
relational schema and the structure of the given ontol-
ogy, as presented inFig. 6. OntoMat-Reverse uses edit
distance[15] as a measure to obtain lexical matching
hypotheses as required for the mapping rules. For ex-
ample, the database relation named “Projekt” can be
mapped into the concept named “Project,” since the
edit distance between these words is very small.

Additionally, OntoMat-Reverse supports a valida-
tion step: for example, it can discover that a database
relation is not mapped into any concept. In that case,
it analysis the structure and the content of such a
database relation, in order to determine the cause of
the problem, for example that this database relation
has neither foreign keys nor that other database rela-
tions have a foreign key to this database relation.

Fig. 6 shows how OntoMat-Reverse makes recom-
mendations for assigning attributes of the database re-
lation to ontological relations between concepts in the
ontology. The left side of figure depicts the structure
of the source database schema. The right side shows
the target ontology. Highlighted entities are mapped to
each other. Recommendations for mapping attributes
are listed in the dialog.
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8. Accessing the database

Deep annotations can be used in two ways to ac-
cess the database. Firstly, interested parties can query
the database. Here, the querying party loads second
party’s ontology and mapping rules and uses them
to obtain database tuples via the database interface.
Secondly, interested parties can use the mapping
to migration the complete (mapped) database into
ontology-based RDF instance data.

8.1. Querying the database

The querying party can use further tools to visualize
the client ontology, to investigate the published map-
ping and to compile a query from the client ontology.
In our case, we used the OntoEdit plugins OntoMap
and OntoQuery.

OntoMap visualizes the database query, the struc-
ture of the client ontology, and the mapping between
them (cf.Fig. 7). The user can control and change the
mapping and also create additional mappings.

OntoQuery is a Query-by-Example user interface.
One creates a query by clicking on a concept and
selecting the relevant attributes and relationships. The
underlying Ontobroker system transforms a query on
the ontology into a corresponding SQL-query on the

Fig. 7. Mapping between server database (left window) and client ontology (right window).

database. To this extend, Ontobroker uses the map-
ping descriptions, which are internally represented
as F-Logic axioms, to transform the query. The
SQL-query is sent to the database via the interface
published in the server-side markup. The database
answer, viz. a set of tuples, is transformed back into
the ontology-based representation using the mapping
rules. This task is executed automatically, hence no
interaction with the user is necessary.

8.2. Data migration

Alternatively to querying the mappings can also be
used to materialize ontology instances into RDF files.
Here, all tuples of the relation database that are reach-
able via the mapping are stored explicitly and form a
knowledge base for the published client ontology.

8.3. Data transformation

Data has to be transformed to ontology-based
data for both methods of accessing the database.
This data transformation is executed in two sepa-
rate steps. In the first step, all the required concept
instances are created without considering relation-
ships or attributes. These instances are stored to-
gether with their identifier. The identifier is translated
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from the database keys using the identifier pattern
(see Section 5.2). For example, the instance with
the name “AIFB” of the concept Institute, which
is a subconcept of Organization, has the identifier:
http://www.ontoweb.org/org/organizationid=3.

After the creation of all instances the system starts
computing the values of the instance relationships and
attributes. The way the values are assigned is deter-
mined by the mapping rules. Since the values of an at-
tribute or a relationship have to be computed from both
the relational database and the ontology, we generate
two queries per attribute/relationship, one SQL-query
and one Ontobroker query. Each query is invoked with
an instance key value (corresponding database key in
SQL-queries) as a parameter and returns the value of
the attribute/relationship.

Note that the database communication takes
place through binding variables. The correspond-
ing SQL-query is generated, and if this is the first
call, it is cached. A second call would try to use
the same database cursor if still available, without
parsing the respective SQL statement. Otherwise, it
would find an unused cursor and retrieve the results.
In this way efficient access methods for relations and
database rules can be maintained throughout the ses-
sion. Ontobroker’s API function dbaccess enables the
generation of the instances from the given relational
database on the fly.

9. Related work

Deep annotation as we have presented it here is
a cross-sectional enterprise.11 Therefore, there are a
number of communities that have contributed towards
reaching the objective of deep annotation. So far, we
have identified communities for information integra-
tion (Section 9.1), mapping frameworks (Section 9.2),
wrapper construction (Section 9.3), and annotation
(Section 9.5).

9.1. Information integration

The core idea of information integration lies in pro-
viding an algebra that may be used to translate in-

11 Just like the Semantic Web overall!

formation proper between different information struc-
tures. Underlying algebras are used to provide com-
positionality of translations as well as a sound basis
for query optimization (cf. e.g. a commercial system
as described in[21] with many references to previous
work—much of the latter based on principal ideas is-
sued in[32].

Unlike [21], our objective has not been the pro-
visioning of a flexible, scalable integration platform
per se. Rather, the purpose of deep annotation lies in
providing a flexible framework forcreating the trans-
lation descriptionsthat may then be exploited by an
integration platform like EXIP (or Nimble, Tsimmis,
Infomaster, Garlic, etc.). Thus, we have more in com-
mon with the approaches for creating mappings with
the purpose of information integration described next.

9.2. Mapping and merging frameworks

Approaches for mapping and/or merging ontolo-
gies and/or database schemata may be distinguished
mainly along the following three categories: discover,
[2,5,8,18,20,23], mapping representation[2,16,19,22],
and execution[6,19].

In the overall area, closest to our own approach is
[17], as it handles—like we do—the complete map-
ping process involving the three process steps just
listed (in fact it also takes care of some more issues
like evolution).

What makes deep annotation different from all these
approaches is that for the initial discovery of over-
laps between different ontologies/schemata they all
depend on lexical agreement of part of the two ontolo-
gies/database schemata. Deep annotation only depends
on the user understanding the presentation—the infor-
mation within an information context—developed for
him anyway. Concerning the mapping representation
and execution, we follow a standard approach exploit-
ing Datalog giving us many possibilities for investi-
gating, adapting and executing mappings as described
in Section 7.

9.3. Wrapper construction

Methods for wrapper construction achieve many
objectives that we pursue with our approach of deep
annotation. They have been designed to allow for
the construction of wrappers by explicit definition

http://www.ontoweb.org/org/organizationid=3
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of HTML or XML queries [25] or by learning such
definitions from examples[4,14]. Thus, it has been
possible to manually create metadata for a set of struc-
turally similar Web pages. The wrapper approaches
come with the advantage that they do not require
cooperation by the owner of the database. However,
their shortcoming is that the correct scraping of meta-
data is dependent to a large extent on data layout
rather than on the structures underlying the data.

Furthermore, when definitions are given explicitly
[25], the user must cope directly with querying by lay-
out constraints and when definitions are learned, the
user must annotate multiple Web pages in order to de-
rive correct definitions. Also, these approaches do not
map to ontologies. They typically map to lower level
representations, e.g. nested string lists in[25], from
which the conceptual descriptions must be extracted,
which is a non-trivial task. In fact, we have integrated
a wrapper learning method, viz. Amilcare[4], into our
OntoMat-Annotizer. How to bridge between wrapper
construction and annotation is described in detail in
[12].

9.4. Database reverse engineering

There are very few approaches investigating the
transformation of a relational model into an onto-
logical model. The most similar approach to our ap-
proach is the project Infosleuth[11]. In this project,
an ontology is built based on the database schemas
of the sources that should be accessed. The ontol-
ogy is refined based on user queries. However, there
are no techniques for creating axioms, which are a
very important part of an ontology. Our approach is
heavily based on the mapping of some database con-
straints into ontological axioms. Moreover, the seman-
tic characteristics of the database schema are not al-
ways analyzed. More work has been addressed on
the issue of explicitly defining semantics in database
schemas[4,16], extracting semantics out of database
schema[4,10] and transforming a relational model
into an object-oriented model[3], which is close to
an ontological theory. Rishe[16] introduces seman-
tics of the database as a “means” to closely capture
the meaning of user information and to provide a con-
cise, high-level description of that information. In[4]
an interactive schema migration environment that pro-
vides a set of alternative schema mapping rules is

proposed. In this approach, which is similar to our
approach on the conceptual level, the reengineer re-
peatedly chooses an adequate mapping rule for each
schema artifact. However, this stepwise process cre-
ates an object-oriented schema, therefore axioms are
not discussed.

9.5. Annotation

Finally, we need to consider information proper
as part of deep annotation. There, we “inherit” the
principal annotation mechanism for creating rela-
tional metadata as elaborated in[11]. The interested
reader finds an elaborate comparison of annotation
techniques there as well as in a forthcoming book on
annotation[13].

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described deep annotation,
an original framework to provide semantic annotation
for large sets of data. Deep annotation leaves seman-
tic data where it can be handled best, viz. in database
systems. Thus, deep annotation provides a means for
mapping and reusing dynamic data in the Semantic
Web with tools that are comparatively simple and in-
tuitive to use.

To attain this objective we have defined a deep
annotation process and the appropriate architec-
ture. We have incorporated the means for server-
side markup that allows the user to define semantic
mappings by using OntoMat-Annotizer to create
Web presentation-based annotations12 and OntoMat-
Reverse to create schema-based annotations. An on-
tology and mapping editor and an inference engine
are then used to investigate and exploit the resulting
descriptions either for querying the database content
or to materialize the content into RDF files. In to-
tal, we have provided a complete framework and its
prototype implementation for deep annotation.

12 The methodology “CREAM” and its implementation
“OntoMat-Annotizer” have been intensively tested by authors of
ISWC-2002 when annotating the summary pages of their papers
with RDF metadata; seehttp://www.annotation.semanticweb.org/
iswc/documents.html.

http://www.annotation.semanticweb.org/iswc/documents.html
http://www.annotation.semanticweb.org/iswc/documents.html
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For the future, there is a long list of open issues
concerning deep annotation—from the more mundane,
though important, ones (top) to far-reaching ones (bot-
tom):

(1) Granularity: So far we have only considered
atomic database fields. For instance, one may find
a string “Proceedings of the Eleventh Interna-
tional World Wide Web Conference, WWW2002,
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, 7–11 May 2002.” as the
title of a book whereas one might rather be inter-
ested in separating this field into title, location,
and date.

(2) Automatic derivation of server-side Web page
markup: A content management system like Zope
could provide the means for automatically de-
riving server-side Web page markup for deep
annotation. Thus, the database provider could
be freed from any workload, while allowing for
participation in the Semantic Web. Some steps in
this direction are currently being pursued in the
KAON CMS, which is based on Zope.13

(3) Other information structures: For now, we have
built our deep annotation process on SQL and re-
lational databases. Future schemes could exploit
Xquery14 or an ontology-based query language.

(4) Interlinkage: In the future deep annotations may
even link to each other, creating a dynamic inter-
connected Semantic Web that allows translation
between different servers.

(5) Opening the possibility to directly query the
database, certainly creates problems such as new
possibilities for denial of service attacks. In fact,
queries, e.g. ones that involve too many joins over
large tables, may prove hazardous. Nevertheless,
we see this rather as a challenge to be solved by
clever schemes for CPU processing time (with
the possibility that queries are not answered be-
cause the time allotted for one query to one user
is up) than for a complete “no go.”

We believe that these options make deep annotation
a rather intriguing scheme on which a considerable
part of the Semantic Web might be built.

13 Seehttp://www.kaon.aifb.uni-karlsruhe.de/Members/rvo/kaon
portal.

14 http://www.w3.org/TR/xquery.
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